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Subject – Mathematics 

1. Put the following numbers in place value table and write number names. 

  For example: 43, 50,432  

 

 

 

 

 

 

= Forty three lakhs fifty thousand four hundred and thirty two. 

a)  35,78,045  

b)  36,48,810  

c)  39,82,847  

d)  44,87,627 

2. Write the number: 

a) Thirty six lakhs eighty three thousands five hundreds and nine. 

b) Forty seven lakhs seventy five thousands six hundred and sixty. 

c) Forty two lakhs twenty three thousands five hundreds and eighty two. 

d) Fifty lakhs sixty seven thousands nine hundreds and six. 

3. Multiply the numbers. 

 

a) 6425                          c) 4953                        e) 4472 

  ×27                               ×36                              ×26 

 

b) 8031                        d) 6257 

  ×15                                ×9 

  

 

Subject – Social Studies 

 

Learn the given text and answer the following:  

Occupational Tools 

Farming is our occupation. So, we love working in the field. We take care of the 

tools weneed.They are plough and yoke. They are made of local materials. We keep 

them safe in an easy to find place. 

Parents, brother and sister, find us spade. It is our share of work to break the balls of earth, dig 

and spray seeds. Grains like paddy, maize, wheat and millet will grow. We will sell the surplus 
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grains weighed on a balance. It is fun to work in field in harvest time. It is more fun where 

sack full of grain comes home. 

I go to jungle with a Doko, a Namlo (rope) and a sickle. I am happy to graze animals and cut 

grass for them. We should learn how we can benefit from animals. They give us milk, curd, 

ghee, dung, etc. We can process the curd to get butter. We can earn money from the sale of 

milk products. Santa Dai living next to us builds houses. He uses tools, bell, shovel (made of 

iron) and a Doko. Som Bahadur is a doctor and serves the whole village. He makes use of 

tools such as thermometer, bandage, stethescope and scissors. He comes at call to see patients 

at home. He checks them and gives medicines too. 

Table, chairs, cot and cupboard are made of timber. A person who makes furniture is called a 

carpenter. Carpenters use tools such as saw, hammer, anvil measuring tape etc. What a skill. 

They fell a free, and saw it into planks. They join the wood to make a chair, table bench etc. 

 Draw a picture of the following tools: 

a.pen  b. scissors c. khukuri  d. knife 

 Write any five tools you use at home. 

 Why should we use the sharp tools carefully? Write in five sentences. 
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The End. 


